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ABSTRACT
The Espacio Acustico Virtual (EAV) is a portable device that acoustically represents visual environmental
scenes by rendering objects with the sound of virtual rain drops. Here, an improvement of this device is
presented, which adds color to the information conveyed. Two different mappings of color into sound were
implemented. Georama is a geometric coding based on Red Green Blue vectors, while Colorama is an
associative coding based on the Hue and Saturation model of color space. An experiment was run on both
sighted and blind participants in order to assess which of these coding is the most user friendly. The results
showed that participants learnt to discriminate colors through sounds better when trained with Georama
than with Colorama.

1. INTRODUCTION
Participants in the EAV [1] [2] project have realized
a portable device that allows blind people to explore
both in-and out-door spaces through an acoustic rep-
resentation of the scene. This device represents the
physical organization of the surrounding space lo-
cating a set of virtual sonorous sources, like rain
drops [3], on objects. It consists of conventional
eyeglasses linked to a comfortable-to-carry palmtop
by a cable. Inside the glasses there are two minia-
ture camcorders that provide the processor with the
images necessary to compute the distance between
the camcorder and the objects in the scene and to
transform them into the sounds that give rise to the

virtual scene. By means of convolution with previ-
ously measured head related transfer functions [4]
[5], sounds are properly located in the virtual scene
and can be heard in the two earphones that are part
of the glasses [6] [7] [8]. Since it is geometrically
manageable, the space, recognized by means of stere-
ovision, is digitized until it reaches the form of phys-
ical blocks (”stereopixels”). This leads to a system
of space polar coordinates, the origin of which is the
head of the person, in which only the spherical cap
immediately in front of the person is presented with
image resolution depending on the limited number
of the ”stereopixels”.
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Adding color information to this system, offers a
more sophisticated tool to blind people for better
discerning objects and solving possible ambiguities.
The suggestion is to dinamically change the tim-
bre of the virtual rain drops by encoding colors
into sounds and sound variations. Two different
approaches have been developed and implemented.
The first, Colorama, associated a 64 colors palette
taken from the Hunter coding of color space [9] to
another one consisting of 64 percussive sounds. The
second, Georama, mapped the three basic vectors
of color space, Red Green and Blue [10], into three
primary timbres. Then, the amplitude of each vector
was transposed into the volume of its associated tim-
bre and mixed. The recognition of transposition of
color into sound by people depends on different cog-
nitive resources in the two approaches. In fact, the
former approach, based on associative encoding that
provides a mental table to be checked for, heavily
depends on memory resources. The latter, instead,
based on a geometric encoding affording chromatic
continuity requires on line processing of incoming
information whitout any memory load.

2. EXPERIMENT
Hypothesis

The aim of this research was to assess in a pilot ex-
periment which one of the two aforementioned types
of encoding is more user friendly and, thus, worth of
implementation in the EAV system in order to en-
hance its possibilities. Accordingly, the hypothesis
was that, after the same training, the participants
trained with Colorama and those trained with Geo-
rama should differ in their mastering of the coding
systems as a consequence of the different cognitive
elaboration required by the two systems.

2.1. Method
2.1.1. Participants

Twenty participants, with normal hearing ability,
volunteered their participation in the experiment.
10 of them were normally sighted people (mean age
27ys) and 10 were blind people (mean age 45ys). As
knowledge of both music and color could bias the
results, musical knoledge was balanced in the two
groups of participants, while the normally sighted
participants were checked for special interest in
color.

Fig. 1: Colorama: stimuli identification (numbers)
and saturation degrees (letters)

2.1.2. Materials
Both Colorama and Georama run as browser plugins
and were implemented using Shockwave Flash.

Colorama is based on the Hunter coding and maps
a subset of Hue with a palette of 16 basic timbres.
For every color there was an inner sub-palette with
4 different Saturation degrees (25%, 50%, 75% and
100%). In order to reproduce the loss of information
emebedded in strongly de-saturated stimuli, the de-
creasing saturation was coded mixing an increasing
percentage of white noise, keeping the energy of the
stimuli unchanged. Figure 1 shows the architecture
of the software with the colors and the buttons that
produce the different timbres.

Georama is based on the C.I.E. coding and maps
the Red, Green, Blue vectors with three primary
timbres the volume of which represents the inten-
sity of the color vector. In the software used in this
experiment there were only 26 premixed stimuli in-
stead of the continuous representation of the RGB
gamut (with values from 0 to 255 for each vector)
keeping the energy of the stimuli unchanged. Figure
2 illustrates the architecture of the software. But-
tons on the edges of the triangle produce stimuli
with only two primary timbres mixed together, but-
tons in the inner part of the triangle produce more
complex stimuli obtained with all the three timbres.
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Fig. 2: Georama: stimuli ID (numbers) and satura-
tion degrees (letters)

White is in the center of the triangle as it is ob-
tained with all the three vectors mixed at maximum
relative volume.

In both the softwares, i.e. Colorama and Geo-
rama, the same sets of stimuli to be presented were
arranged. Furthermore, for each coding method
two kind of sequences were prepared. The first one
was supposed to be ”easy”, the second ”difficult”.
The ”easy” sequence contained a smaller number of
sounds than the ”difficult” one. Every sound sample
was a PCM 16 bit 44.1 kHz, with a time duration of
500 ms and a normalized maximum SPL.

In Colorama, the ”easy” sequences consisted of
8 contiguous colors, while the ”difficult” ones con-
sisted of 4 non-contiguos colors with all the 4 degrees
of de-saturation where the letter ”a” indicated 0%,
”b” 25%, ”c” 50% and ”d” 75% of de-saturation.

In Georama, the ”easy” sequences consisted of 12
colors of the outer crown (two timbres mixed), while
the ”difficult” sequences consisted of 15 colors (three
timbres mixed) with white included. In this case the
letter ”a” stands for the stimuli taken from the outer
crown and ”b” for those taken from the internal one.
White was labelled with ”c”, as the inner crown de-
generates into a single element. Thus, the experi-
mental materials can be summarized as follows:

• Colorama sequences:

– 8 contiguous stimuli randomly presented
(”easy” sequences)

– 4 non-contiguous stimuli randomly pre-
sented at the 4 de-saturation degrees (”dif-
ficult” sequences)

• Georama sequences:

– 12 contiguous stimuli randomly presented
(”easy” sequences)

– 15 stimuli taken from the two primary col-
ors and white randomly presented (”diffi-
cult” sequences)

2.1.3. Procedure
The participants were tested individually and the ex-
perimental session consisted of two parts, the train-
ing and the test.

In the ”easy” Colorama sequences training, the
participants had to listen to 4 sequences of 8 contigu-
ous stimuli, which were identified by a number [11],
e.g. from number 2 to number 10 and viceversa. The
guided identification of a random sequence of 8 stim-
uli completed the training, with participant required
to recognize the proper identification number of the
colors. If participants were successful, the next stim-
ulus was presented, otherwise the same stimulus was
presented again till at ceiling performance was ob-
tained.

In the ”difficult” Colorama sequences training, the
participants had to listen to 4 sequences of 4 non-
-contiguous stimuli ordered with increasing satura-
tion and viceversa and to identify them using both
the number and the letter. Then they had to identify
2 sequences of the same stimuli presented in random
order.

In the test part of the experiment with the ”easy”
Colorama encoding, participants’ identification of
4 randomly presented sequences of 8 stimuli was
recorded in order to measure the distance between
the stimulus and the identified sound according
to a Manhattan norm. Thus, for example, if
the participant identified the sound as number 5
when presented with stimulus number 2, then the
Recognition Distance (RD) was 3.
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In the test part of the experiment with the ”diffi-
cult” Colorama encoding, participants’ identifica-
tion of 4 random sequences of 16 stimuli with all
the possible degrees of de-saturation was recorded.
However, while the angular distance was computed
as in the ”easy” condition, the radial distance was
computed assigning a distance equal to 0, 25 to each
de-saturation degrees. Thus, for example, if the par-
ticipant identified the sound as number 4c when pre-
sented with stimulus number 4a, then the RD was
0, 5.

In the ”easy” Georama sequences training, the par-
ticipants had to listen to 3 sequences of 12 contigu-
ous numbered stimuli, which afterwards were ran-
domly presented, and to identify them.

In the ”difficult” Georama sequences training, the
participant had to listen to 2 sequences of 15 non-
contiguous stimuli from the outer crown of colors to
white, and viceversa, and to identify them.

In the test part of the experiment with both ”easy”
and ”difficult” Georama sequences the same mea-
sure of Recognition Distance was calculated as with
Colorama sequences.

The training sequences were balanced between
sighted and blind participants for both Colorama
and Georama.

2.1.4. Data Analysis and results
The Recognition Distance obtained with the two
different encodings were normalized (as the maxi-
mum measurable RD was 8 in Colorama and 6 in
Georama). On the obtained identification measures
an ANOVA was performed, the factor of which were
the between factor group (sighted vs. blind partici-
pants), and the two within factors kind of encoding
(Colorama vs. Georama) and condition (easy vs.
difficult) thus obtaining a 2× 2× 2 design.

Both the kind of encoding factor (Colorama vs. Geo-
rama) and the condition factor (easy vs. difficult)
reached significance (respectively F (2, 72) = 6, 879,
Mse = 0, 507, p < 0, 0018; F (4, 72) = 5, 492,
Mse = 0, 507, p < 0, 0006). The factor group
(sighted vs. blind participants), however, was not
significant. This means that previous color experi-
ence did not bias the identification of colors when
they were transposed into sounds. Instead, both the
degree of difficulty and the different type of encod-
ing influenced participants’ performance. In fact,

the ”easy” condition in both Colorama and Geo-
rama was identified better than the ”difficult” one
(see Tab. 1).

Easy condition 0,860
Hard condition 0,997

Table 1: Mean normalized RD between stimuli and
participants’ identifications in the ”easy” and ”diffi-
cult” conditions

Furthermore (see Tab. 2) the overall performance
with Georama software was better than that ob-
tained with the Colorama one.

Colorama coding 1,028
Georama coding 0,830

Table 2: Mean normalized RD between stimuli and
participants identifications with the Colorama and
Georama

Easy cond. Hard cond.
Colorama coding 0,670 1,387
Georama coding 1,051 0,608

Table 3: Mean normalized RD between stimuli and
participant identifications in both difficulty levels
and coding systems

In the easy condition, the associative encoding of
Colorama yielded a mean RD smaller than that
yielded by the Georama encoding. In this condi-
tion the association of a palette of saturated colors
to another consisting of single timbres was estab-
lished more easily than in the Georama encoding.
However, the more the resolution of the coding in-
creased, thus requiring an increased sensitivity to
the association between colors and sounds, the more
participants’ performance was impaired when com-
pared to that obtained with Georama. In fact, the
mean RD increased instead of decreasing due to the
actual distances between the presented stimuli which
were smaller than in the easy condition.

Regarding the geometric coding of Georama, al-
though more demanding in the ”easy” condition
than Colorama, yielded better performances than
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Fig. 3: PlayRGB: continuous coding software

Colorama with increasing resolution, thus showing
a coherent effect in the two conditions (easy vs. dif-
ficult). In fact, during the test, mean RD improved
approximately in 50% of the participants.

3. CONCLUSIONS AND DEVELOPMENTS
As the results of this experiment have shown that a
geometric coding of colors into sounds is more effec-
tive, i.e. less cognitively demanding, than a simple
associative coding, a continuous encoding software
called PlayRGB was developed. This new software
written in Visual Basic 5 is based on DirectX (Win-
dows XP sound library). Its graphic interface allows
people to load an image (Figure 3 shows the loaded
image of the RGB Gamut) and to capture every
color nuance by cliking on the points inside the trian-
gle with the mouse. Then, the software, based on a
fully continuous geometric encoding, reproduces the
corresponding sound in real time. Further develop-
ments of this device will be aimed at obtaining per-
sonalized timbres in order to improve performance
in color identification.
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